
Vision. Form. Function.SM



At Case Window and Door, we

are totally, enthusiastically commit-

ted to building the highest quality

windows and doors available any-

where.

If your vision is for superior

craftsmanship, products that are

designed with equal attention to

form and function, Case under-

stands, and we can build the unique

windows and doors you seek.

A design of proven
durability

Our commitment finds its

expression in everything we do. It

starts with a deep understanding of

window design and technology, of

materials and finishes, of processing

and control. We start with a design of

proven durability and execute it with

single-minded attention to detail:

hand-selected and inspected wood,

manufacturing tolerances of one-

tenth of a millimeter (1⁄250 of an inch),

a process designed to maximize

strength and durability in the fin-

ished assembly. To get the results we

require, we use the best tools and

techniques, from old-world crafts-

manship to modern computer-con-

trolled processing.

T h e  C a s e  S t o r y

Left: genuine Burmese Teak is

inspected before profiling begins.

Right: sanding is done to the sash

component.

Case built this European door system (the door sashes overlap the frame) from

laminations of American Black Cherry and South American Mahogany. The

primary hardware is multipoint locking and the finish hardware is white bronze

with a medium pewter gray patina.

Russell Brooks

Gerhard Löffel



He was even asked to consult on

window restoration at The White

House.

Their drive for excellence is the

unifying force behind Case Window

and Door. Together, they oversee

Case’s manufacturing facility, which is

replete with state-of-the-art German

and Italian equipment and staffed by

the highest-trained personnel in the

industry.

At Case, the commitment to

quality is total.

Sometimes, our dedication to

quality appears in small things, like

applying surface finishes before gas-

keting, hardware, and glazing is

installed. (Why? Because we want

every part of your window to be pro-

tected—even those you’ll never see.)

Our commitment shows in large

things, too—when commercial lami-

nation equipment couldn’t provide

the performance that was required,

we built our own.

Rest assured, the aesthetics and

museum-grade finish of Case win-

dows are indeed incredibly appeal-

ing, but if you look deeper, you’ll

also discover a thoroughness of

design that even the most finicky

engineer would find beautiful for its

strength and functionality.

The genesis of Case
Window and Door

In 1993, Gerhard Löffel and

Russell Brooks turned dissatisfaction

with the state of the art in U.S.

windowmaking into a dream. They

founded Case Window and Door to

continue the rich tradition of quality

embodied in the Windowmaker and

Glazier guilds that originated in 15th

century Germany and continue

today. These guilds represent the

highest level of excellence in educa-

tion and craft.

Löffel is a German Master

Windowmaker, extending a family

tradition of fine windowmaking that

dates back to the early 1900s. He

pioneered bringing European window

and door hardware technology to the

United States.

Brooks, whose family roots in

the window industry also trace back

to the early 1900s, is widely consid-

ered an expert in the detailing and

installation of high-end residential

and commercial windows and doors.

A door stile is profiled on the shaper. Adjustments at the controls allow for precision tooling at

tolerances of one-tenth of a millimeter.

Two views from the 1940s: at left, the

Brooks family window store in New

York City; at right, employees gather

for a company photo at Löffel’s

window factory in Landau, Germany.

The trade

insignia first

appeared in

Germany, where

the craft

evolved into

guilds that

formally

structured the

training and

apprenticeship

of future

masters.



At Case Window and Door, we

build almost infinite variations on a

window design first developed in

Europe. The reason is simple: only

this design offers the strength, dura-

bility, performance, and beauty that

we—and our customers—demand.

Not satisfied with an excellent basic

idea, we have refined, developed,

and optimized this design to produce

the Case System, which includes

windows, doors, rolling doors, and

window walls.

In addition to its solid elegance

and ease of operation, the Case

System offers extraordinary flexibility

to satisfy almost any architectural

design. By choosing different styles,

wood species, glass, cladding, and

hardware, our customers can achieve

the exact presentation that is desired.

Unmatched performance

Beneath their extraordinary

aesthetics, the robust construction of

Case windows is second to none.

The basic thickness of the sash is

68 mm (211⁄16 inches), and the frame

thickness is the same. Most windows

are a 3-ply lamination from selected

species, but some are constructed of

solid wood. The result is a window that

is superbly built and beautiful to view.

Operation of the tilt turn window: the

handle pointed down means the

window is locked; turn it 90° to swing

inward or 180° to tilt at top for

superior, indirect ventilation.

T h e  C a s e  S y s t e m

Silicone seal keeps water from penetrating
without obstructing daylight opening

15° beveled surface for water runoff
prolongs wood and finish life

Glass up to bulletproof thickness can be
installed with standard glass stop

Condensation channel allows for
evaporation at bottom of glass

Drainage channel directs water away even
under high wind and rain conditions

One-piece EPDM gasket is fitted to the
entire perimeter of the window

2 mm rounding of all edges holds
finish where square edges will not

Substantial 68 mm (211⁄16 in) frame is
made from solid or laminated wood

Products Manufactured by Case

Windows Doors
• Fixed • Entry
• Inswing • French
• Tilt • Balcony
• Tilt Turn • Pivot
• French • Folding
• Pivot • Lift and Slide
• Folding
• Lift and Slide
• Window Wall

A cutaway 

cross-section of our 

tilt turn window illustrates 

the Case System. This example is 

made from laminations of genuine Burmese 

Teak (exterior) and South American Mahogany (interior).



The sash overlaps the frame, and

when the hardware is engaged, the

sash and gasket are snugged against

the frame for outstanding perform-

ance. This multipoint locking hard-

ware is set in a groove that is hidden

from view and protected from the

elements. Finish hardware can range

from the starkly utilitarian to the ele-

gantly sensual.

Case doors are similarly con-

structed and designed to please the

eye while resisting the onslaughts of

wind, moisture, and temperature.

Engineering for huge rolling glass

doors (up to 66 feet wide by 9 feet

tall) has been refined so that they will

glide with the touch of a finger yet

can be rendered childproof with the

twist of a wrist.

The quality is obvious

There is a compelling phenome-

non that happens when people have

the opportunity to view a cutaway

cross-section of one of our windows:

they immediately understand the

inherent quality that is built into

them. From the thickness of the

wood to the thoroughness of the gas-

keting, from the exacting placement

of structural elements to the hidden

channels that provide protection

against extreme weather, we have

considered the tiniest details so you

won’t ever have to.

This corner section features a 

solid Burmese Teak screen door and 

insulating glass entry door laminated of 

Teak and Hard Maple, with solid bronze threshold.

Even more remarkable is the

experience of operating a Case prod-

uct. The handle moves and clicks

into position with the smoothness

and positive control found in preci-

sion instruments. When the locking

cams engage, there is a slight whisper

One-piece EPDM gasket is fitted to
the entire perimeter of the door

Architectural bronze and Teak sill system

Screen mesh is available in fiberglass,
aluminum, stainless steel, or bronze 

Substantial 42 mm (15⁄8 in)
screen door

as the gasket compresses. The sash,

despite its solid construction, tilts

and swings with featherlike ease.



In contemporary design, one

often finds a hybrid of natural and

man-made forms, imaginative use

and combinations of materials, dar-

ing colors, more light, and a greater

feeling of openness.

Because of the dynamic forms,

complex geometries, and taut exteri-

ors inherent in contemporary design,

tremendous demands are put on the

windows to perform well not only in

their traditional role but as an inte-

gral part of the structure. In contem-

porary architecture, frequently the

windows become the wall. 

Fortunately, Case has the experi-

ence in providing the necessary

project-specific support to meet the

challenges presented by even the

most advanced architectural con-

cepts. More than just helping to

design the windows, Case works

with the architect, designer, and

engineer to solve issues involving

thermal performance, weight, wind

load, and installation.

Of all window systems available

today, no other matches the Case

System for suitability to contempo-

rary design. Its flexibility easily

adapts to large sizes, unusual shapes,

metal and stone exteriors, and virtu-

ally any glass type or thickness.

C o n t e m p o r a r y  D e s i g n

Teak doors roll back, opening the

corner of this room. Gray Organschi Architecture;

Eduard Hueber, photographer

Curved roof, laminated wood beams,

steel siding, concrete, and long

expanses of glass are right at home 

in Jackson Hole, Wyoming.

Stephen Dynia Architects, PC; Cameron Neilson, photographer

Rolling doors and window walls wrap the upper level of

this Tennis Pavilion in Washington Depot, Connecticut.

Gray Organschi Architecture; Eduard Hueber, photographer

Every Case window and door is

designed based on a thorough

knowledge of materials science and 

a comprehensive understanding of

windows engineering. From this

expertise, a world of possibilities

opens.



Laminations of Burmese Teak (exterior)

and Hard Maple (interior) were used

for these tilt turn windows.

Custom-shaped windows by Case fit

the multiangular design.

Contemporary design intersects with the original walls of this renovation in Massachusetts. Case

manufactured the windows, doors, and window walls with an exterior of Afrormosia and an

interior of American Black Cherry. The window walls were supported by a contractor installed,

exposed stainless steel structure. Bershad Design Associates Inc., architect; Will Sherwood Photography

A window wall made of rolling doors and tilt turn windows wraps the north

side of this home in Lakeville, Connecticut. Gordon and Gordon, architect; Gary David Gold Photography



Every Case window is, at its

heart, European in design. The Case

approach to window engineering

owes its lineage to the master win-

dowmakers of Europe.

From the tall, symmetrical nar-

row casements of a French chateau

to the paired doors of an Italian villa,

from traditional integrated shutter

systems to subtle Moorish architec-

tural influences, Case can build the

European windows and doors that

will enrich your living space both

inside and out and complement your

lifestyle.

All operable Case windows tilt

or swing inward, in the European

tradition. A window opened in the

tilt position provides ideal indirect

ventilation: warm air near the ceiling

is drawn out at the top while cool air

enters gently at the sides. Our

French window—a pair of sashes

assembled in a single frame—can be

made to operate in tilt mode in addi-

tion to swinging inward.

At Case Window and Door, we

are committed to satisfying your

E u r o p e a n  S t y l e

Outswing doors with true horizontal

muntins line this balcony.

Gerner Kronick + Valcarcel Architects

This oceanfront property features

Tuscan windows and doors by Case.

Thomas Peter Dolle Associates, architect; Sam Gray Photography

Reminiscent of

the windows

found in

southern

France and

Italy, our

solidly built

Tuscan window

features true

muntins, white

microporous

finish, and solid

brass Cremone

bolt.



The solarium at this home in Istanbul, Turkey, features both true and applied

muntins. In a variation of the traditional horizontal muntin, vertical applied

muntins were added. Gerner Kronick + Valcarcel Architects

Integral roll shutters and roll screens concealed above

each window and door provide privacy and protection.

Gerner Kronick + Valcarcel Architects

The earliest operable window ever

found was a 13-cm round, bronze

pivot window discovered in Pompeii

dating from 60 B.C. This contemporary

version features multipoint hardware

and weather proofing.

When our client in Istanbul, Turkey,

sent us their front door and asked us

to match the style, we built this

replica using Burmese Teak (exterior)

and book-matched American Black

Cherry (interior). It’s embellished with

hand-wrought iron nail heads and

original lion’s head knocker and

includes multipoint hardware and 

weather proofing.

desires while maintaining the

absolute quality and integrity of our

products. Once your choices have

been made, we use exactly the right

amount of material for optimal per-

formance and appearance and exe-

cute the construction flawlessly.



Beneath the informal appear-

ance of Arts and Crafts architecture,

there is extraordinary attention to

detail. Each stylistic element has its

own reason for being. It would be

fair to say that it takes a lot of hard

work to create that magnificent

casual look.

At Case, we pay meticulous

attention to detail. Our windows and

doors may be built from scores of

different species of wood, with differ-

ent species laminated inside and out,

and a variety of wood finishes.

A spectrum of hardware—in

almost every conceivable color and

shape—as well as a broad range of

functional and decorative glass, is

available to complement your selec-

tion of wood and design.

The result is unprecedented

flexibility in building the windows

and doors you desire.

A r t s  a n d  C r a f t s

Lift and roll doors open to the solarium. Case designed custom sand-cast brass hardware for the

windows and doors in this residence. Roderick Graham/Richard Jaffe, architects; Holly Stickley Photography

This Arts and

Crafts home 

in Portland,

Oregon,

features Cherry

windows and

doors. The

judicious use of

arched tops

provides key

focal points.

Roderick Graham/
Richard Jaffe, architects; 

Holly Stickley Photography



Case developed the glazing system to fit the 66' x 18' opening and solved the architect's design with true muntins in Gothic style. The

observatory at top features curved glass windows. All window and door exteriors were constructed from laminated Afrormosia; interiors

were made of various species, depending on the room design. Hudson Design, architect; Photography by Christopher Lovi

This Rocky Mountain home features

entry doors, tilt turn and fixed

windows made from South American

Mahogany.

Carney Architects; Greg Hursley Photography



W o o d

Red Alder 

(Alnus rubra)

There are many species of wood

from which to choose.

White Oak

(Quercus alba)

American Black

Cherry 

(Prunus serotina)

Hard Maple 

(Acer saccharum)

The foundation of every Case

window or door is wood. Wood was

one of the first building materials,

and it is still honored as one of the

most beautiful. Wood can be shaped

with incredible precision, yet it has

an organic appeal that is unmatched

by any other material.

Black Walnut was the choice of wood for the arched top inswing windows and

throughout this library. Hudson Design, architect; Photography by Christopher Lovi 

On one of his voyages, Sir

Walter Raleigh had his ship re-

decked with Honduran Mahogany.

On his return to England, Queen

Elizabeth I remarked how beautiful

the new decking was. Raleigh

ordered the decking removed and a

table made from it for the queen.

This, in turn, sparked an interest in

Mahogany among English furniture

makers. Such is the beauty and

power of wood.

Numerous species—from the

rich nobility of South American

Mahogany to the casual elegance of

Douglas Fir to the exotic beauty of

genuine Burmese Teak—are avail-

able. While almost any species can

be used on the interior, not all are

suitable for exterior use.

Case windows and doors are

constructed of either solid or lami-

nated wood. Laminated wood allows

the use of different species on the

interior and exterior as well as the

selection of a variety of species

throughout the interior of a building

while maintaining a uniform exterior

appearance. Lamination is the most

efficient use of the resource and

allows for artful display of the best

grain pattern and coloration on the

visible surfaces. 



Afrormosia

(Pericopsis elata)

Douglas Fir

(Pseudotsuga

menziesii)

Black Walnut

(Juglans nigra)

Burmese Teak 

(Tectona grandis)

White Ash 

(Fraximus

americana)

South American

Mahogany

(Swietenia

macrophylla)

Dark Red Meranti

(Shorea curtisii)

Douglas Fir provides a cozy, casual

atmosphere in this office hallway.

Carney Architects

This great room is enclosed by a

window wall made of Afrormosia.

Hudson Design, architect; Photography by Christopher Lovi 



Thermal

Virtually all Case windows are

constructed with Low-E insulating

glass. Two panes of glass, separated

by a warm-edge spacer and filled

with argon gas, offer excellent ther-

mal performance, keeping heat

inside during the winter and outside

during the summer.

For applications that warrant it,

higher performance glazing, fabricat-

ed with multiple layers of glass and

films and filled with krypton or

xenon gas, is available to provide

even greater protection from cold or

heat. 

G l a s s

Security

For windows to be used where

security or violent storms are a

concern, impact-resistant and bullet-

proof glass are also available.

Solar

In warm climates and where

designs include large areas of glass or

fixed windows, glazings with wave-

length-selective coatings will reduce

air-conditioning loads.

To help protect furnishings and

artwork, glass can be fabricated with

ultraviolet and light-filtering coatings.

To maximize the view in regions where extreme outdoor temperatures are a concern, 

high-performance insulating glass is available. Stephen Dynia Architects, PC; Cameron Neilson, photographer

For windows to be used where security

or violent storms are a concern, impact-

resistant glass is available.



To satisfy our client’s request for

enhanced acoustic performance, the

11-foot openings in this midtown

Manhattan residence were

manufactured with laminated glass.

Acoustics

For enhanced acoustic perform-

ance, laminated glass or special

acoustic glass is available to alleviate

street noise, to isolate a music room,

or to provide privacy in a conference

room. 

Aesthetics

Architectural art glass is becom-

ingly increasingly important in con-

temporary buildings because this

beautiful and versatile art form can

Three examples

of colored art

glass. G.A. Zack, artist

have phenomenal impact on the look

and feel of a space. Throughout the

world, architects and designers are

exploring new frontiers of what is

possible with emerging glass art

techniques and materials.

To meet special aesthetic or pri-

vacy requirements, non-reflective

glass, stained glass, special colored

glasses, and textured, beveled, or

leaded glass can be fitted to almost

any Case window or door.

Stainless steel buttresses support this enormous window

wall. The large pieces of laminated glass provide UV

protection in this south-facing installation.

Bershad Design Associates Inc., architect; Will Sherwood Photography

Curved glass in this observatory

provides panoramic views of the

Hudson River. Stained glass adds 

a personal accent to the foyer.

Hudson Design, architect; Photography by Christopher Lovi



Cladding on the outside of win-

dows provides an attractive exterior

that is virtually maintenance-free for

a lifetime. 

Both extruded aluminum clad-

ding and extruded bronze cladding

are available from Case. The alu-

minum cladding can be powder

coated to match any color or can be

treated to look like other metals

such as copper, gold, or bronze. The

bronze cladding is often chemically

aged to give the appearance of “old

bronze.”

At Case, cladding is not

wrapped around the wood where 

it might trap damaging moisture.

Instead, we attach cladding so that 

it always sits off the surface of the

Metal cladding sits off the surface of the wood so the

wood can breathe, and its life is preserved.

Extruded aluminum cladding with a

dark brown powder-coated finish was

selected for this office building in

Jackson, Wyoming. Carney Architects

Three examples of Case’s metal cladding (left to right): extruded aluminum with gray

powder coating; extruded aluminum with white powder coating; true architectural bronze.

M e t a l  C l a d d i n g

wood at a distance of 5 mm to pre-

vent condensation from collecting or

blocking the air passage. As a result,

the wood can breathe, and its life is

preserved.



Microporous finishes are available in a full range of

opaque colors and translucent wood tones. 

Fine-furniture finishes are available for

interior wood surfaces. 

A translucent wood tone finish

highlights and protects this South

American Mahogany entry door.

Carney Architects

W o o d  F i n i s h e s

Microporous

Microporous finishes offer excel-

lent durability and color retention

while providing the best protection

against moisture, sunlight, and fungi.

Available in a full range of opaque

colors and translucent wood tones,

these finishes are applied to interior

and exterior surfaces before glass is

inserted or hardware attached.

Microporous finishes allow the wood

to breathe while ensuring good adhe-

sion of the coating. 

Penetrating oils

Some wood species—Teak, for

example—can be left unfinished, to

age naturally. To fight weathering

while preserving the beauty of the

natural wood grain, rich penetrating

oils can be applied. Penetrating oils

work below the surface to coat the

individual wood fibers.

Fine finishes

Fine-furniture finishes are avail-

able for interior wood surfaces.

These range from the natural low

luster of Danish oil, to ultra-smooth

French polish, to rubbed wax finish.

Fine-furniture wood finishes are

customarily applied on-site after

installation.



There are two important ele-

ments to completing superb win-

dows and doors: primary hardware

and finish hardware.

Primary hardware

Primary hardware is seldom

seen but is the foundation of how

well a window or door operates.

Hinges, pivots, cams, latches, bolts,

and pins absorb and direct the

tensile, compressive, and torsional

forces that arise in normal use. Great

primary hardware ensures that the

spectacular appearance of a door or

window is backed by equally pleas-

ing performance.

At Case Window and Door, we

spend a great deal of attention on

primary hardware, selecting proven

designs that suit each application.

For example, where protection from

extreme winds or security is a con-

cern, enhanced multipoint locking

systems are available. For coastal

locations, we recommend high-per-

formance, corrosion-resistant coated

hardware. The result: effortless oper-

ation year after year.

H a r d w a r e

The primary hardware and weather

stripping along the edge of the door 

are concealed when the door is closed.

This corrosion-resistant hardware has

several locking points depending upon

the size of the door and the level of

performance and security required.

In all of our windows, like our doors,

the multiple locking points create even

pressure on the weather stripping,

ensuring maximum performance.



Hardware in any style, metal, and finish is available. The finishes in these

window handles range from traditional cast brass and bronze to ergonomic

stainless steel to contemporary combinations of materials.

Finish hardware

Finish hardware is available in

literally thousands of designs—from

Renaissance to post-industrial. Finish

hardware is fitted to the primary

hardware and serves as the interface

for smooth operation. 

At Case, we pay careful attention

to how finish hardware performs. As

an example, one customer loved a

particular window handle, but we

pointed out that it was too small to

comfortably get a good grip on and

operate the windows we were mak-

ing. Consequently, we recommended

a redesign of the handle and worked

with the designer and forger to deliver

hardware that looks and performs

beautifully.

If you prefer custom designs,

we’ll work with you—through draw-

ings, prototypes, and manufactur-

ing—to produce hardware unique to

your project.

Available finish hardware prod-

ucts include lever handles, roses,

escutcheons, backplates, window

handles, door knobs, pull handles,

Cremone bolts, thumb turns, door

knockers, and hinge covers, to name

just a few.

Finish hardware metals include

brass, bronze, nickel, aluminum,

stainless steel, and precious metals.

Other materials are available as well,

such as wood, leather, stone, and

composites.

Molten metal is poured into a mold at

the foundry. Sun Valley Bronze

If you prefer custom designs, such as

this Cremone bolt by Baltica, we’ll

work with you—through drawings,

prototypes, and manufacturing—

to produce hardware unique to 

your project. ©Baltica



O p t i o n s

For windows in out-of-reach locations,

motorized operation is available.

Hudson Design, architect; Photography by Christopher Lovi

Security contacts and shock sensors

are mounted and tested by Case prior

to shipment.

Teak screen door system with stainless

steel hardware.

Screens

All Case windows are available

with removable screens made of

extruded aluminum that can be pow-

der coated to a wide variety of colors

and finishes. 

Electric control

For out-of-reach locations, or

for very large units, Case windows

can be fitted with electric motors.

In addition to electric window

operation, motorized screens, blinds,

shutters, and shades can be integrat-

ed with existing smart-building tech-

nologies to achieve energy savings,

higher efficiency, enhanced security,

and a higher level of comfort and

convenience.

If your design dictates a tradi-

tional appearance, wood window

screens are also manufactured by

Case.

Our wood screen doors—both

swing and rolling—can be built as a

component of the door system and

fitted with hardware of your choice.

For those who prefer an unob-

structed view of the outdoors, roll

screens that retract into a cassette

above the window are available.

To avoid confusion about which

screen goes where, screens and win-

dows are numbered in pairs during

manufacture. 

Security systems

To ease installation in buildings

that incorporate security systems,

security contacts and shock sensors

can be built into Case windows dur-

ing manufacture and tested before

shipment to you. Case works closely

with your security consultant to

ensure maximum protection. In most

instances, both contacts and shock

sensors are completely concealed

when the window or door is closed.



Left: Stainless steel roll shutters secure

and protect the screened porch.

Above: Baltic Pine roll shutters adjust

to allow filtered light to enter.

Integral blinds between the panes of glass provide light

control and privacy in addition to enhancing thermal

performance.

Blinds

To control privacy and incoming

light, Case windows can be con-

structed with integral blinds between

the panes of glass. Providing an addi-

tional layer of thermal protection,

these blinds never need to be cleaned

and can be operated manually or by

electric motor.

Shutters

Both roll shutters, made of Baltic

Pine, aluminum, or stainless steel,

and conventional swing shutters,

made of almost any wood species,

are available for security and protec-

tion from severe weather. Roll shut-

ters are designed to retract into a box

above the window.



A  C a s e  S t u d y

Collaboration

The successful design and man-

ufacture of your windows and doors

requires a collaborative spirit. This is

accomplished by a thorough under-

standing of the architect’s design

intent, the builder’s requirements,

the capabilities of the windows and

doors, and the client’s desires. 

For example, large window

walls require careful consideration of

glass type and thickness, including

the effects of large amounts of glass

on the heating and cooling require-

ments as well as the comfort and

liveability of the space. In addition,

there is the solar impact on the fur-

nishings to consider. 

Details

Detailed shop drawings, which

include a complete schedule with

elevations and details of each open-

ing, are developed. Specifications of

each unit are identified with wood

species, glass type, primary and finish

hardware, factory-applied finishes,

hinge side, handle height, and screen

The process requires a collaborative

spirit and a thorough understanding

of the design intent and client’s

requirements.

To ensure that

every window

and door is

exactly as

ordered, Case’s

shop drawings

show product

schedule,

elevations,

detail and

specifications,

including wood

species,

hardware and

glass type.

CAD drawings are prepared and keyed

to a schedule for easy reference.

Installation at the construction site

entailed coordination of the window

delivery with the crane service. Case

personnel assisted with supervision of

the installation. Bershad Design Associates Inc., architect



type. Where installation details

unique to the project have been

worked out with the architect, these

drawings are included here.

Manufacturing begins only after

approval of these drawings.

Project site services

When your windows have been

manufactured to fully comply with

our high standards, we will arrange

and coordinate delivery to your

project site.

If your project requires, we are

available for site visits to take meas-

urements, evaluate site conditions,

supervise installation, or make final

adjustments.

Commitment

People come to Case Window

and Door for one clear-cut reason:

they want the best product backed

by the highest level of service. We

view that as an investment of trust in

our company, and we honor it—with

our unrelenting commitment to

excellence without equal.

The kitchen features three tilt turn

windows. Good coordination between

the architect, contractor, and Case

assured critical placement of these

windows at the counter surface.

Bershad Design Associates Inc., architect; Will Sherwood Photography

The completed renovation, with 

over 4,000 square feet of glass.

Bershad Design Associates Inc., architect; Will Sherwood Photography

The completed detailing of the south-facing window wall

is another example of the successful working relationship

between the architect, contractor, and Case.

Bershad Design Associates Inc., architect; Will Sherwood Photography
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